
 
Introduction 
 
The information that we are collating daily from our Sammendrag report1 allows 
us to construct a dataset to look at trends within the industry from a risk and 
control perspective. This is the first report that we have published, and we 
envisage that it will be released on a monthly basis going forward. Even with only 
one month’s headlines, we have over 100 data points that we can interrogate, and 
we expect that, as we collect more and more articles, we will build up a dataset 
that will allow us to give a more accurate overview of the space. 
 
 
Methodology 
 
Each headline we publish is tagged with a broad “category” label, and a more 
detailed “topic” tag, to allow us to run more granular searches. We understand 
that there is a fair amount of human judgement in these tag choices, but as the 
dataset builds, the human judgement on an individual story level will be diluted 
and (we hope) themes will start to emerge.  
 
 
October 2021  
 
Here is the breakdown of SKADI Sammendrag headlines for the month of 
October 2021. From the six broad categories we have used, almost half of the 
news stories featured were regulatory updates. These were a mix of new 
guidelines and discussions around where regulation may be headed. Drilling 
down further into the “Topics” (see below) we can see Regulation and 
Compliance rank in first and third places (as we would expect) and both Crypto 
and ESG featured in several headlines. 
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Much of the Crypto discussion has been around the regulation of digital assets 
generally and stablecoins in particular, with multiple US Government agencies 
(SEC, CFTC, FinCEN OCC…) all moving to regulate in their respective areas of 
authority. With the COP26 meeting in progress, the expectation is that November 
will also see a raft of ESG related headlines, and it will be interesting to see how 
both of these topics fare in the months ahead. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 The SKADI team have recently developed a new series known as the SKADI Sammendrag – a 
daily summary of the latest financial headlines relevant to the control and risk functions within 
Financial Institutions. These videos are uploaded to our YouTube channel as well as our LinkedIn 
and other social media pages every weekday morning and are a great way to get up to date with 
the latest news in less than 60 seconds! 
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